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New improvements on Seaford Seafront – July 2014
July 2014 has seen a number of improvements on Seaford seafront. The seating shelter at Martello was
returned home fully refurbished and sporting a new colour. This followed some unfortunate vandalism in
February where the majority of the glass panels were smashed. The shelter is once again a seafront
feature that we can all be proud of.
New seafront bins have also been installed, the bins are situated in the same locations but now have a
larger capacity, as was originally intended when the project was first implemented in 2013. This is hoped to
reduce litter problems experienced during the finer weather and other improvements to the design will
improve the control of litter and nuisance caused by birds.
And to finish it all off, Splashpoint at the end of Seaford promenade has now been reopened to the public
following completion of the substantial repair works which was paid for by Seaford Town Council and
Lewes District Council. The contractors finished work on Friday 8th August; the repairs were necessary due
to the significant storm damage suffered in February this year leaving the site inaccessible. The work
returns this much loved part of our seafront back to its previous condition enabling residents and the wider
community to enjoy once again.
“We are extremely pleased with the speed of the work completed and the quality by C J Thorne & Co Ltd of Uckfield.
This was a partnership scheme undertaken by Seaford Town Council and Lewes District Council which I was happy to
broker as Cabinet Member at Lewes District Council and Leader at Seaford Town Council. The officers at both
Councils have been very effective in progressing this so quickly once the issue was raised”.
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